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Books about lil wayne

Lil Wayne is giving Miami Beach another shot. The rapper, who dropped the music video for his single Good Form with his friend Nicki Minaj earlier this week, previously owned a Miami Beach mansion in the same area that included a shark lagoon and a rooftop skating park. He sold it at a loss of $10 million last fall, but Wayne probably isn't feeling the pain
too hard considering his new acquisition, located just off the coast of Miami Beach on Allison Island, is an impressive 10,632-square-foot cushion that has seven bedrooms. It has a large mahogany-clad entrance and a large room with windows stretching from the floor to the 22-foot ceilings, perfect for taking advantage of the Miami sun all year round. A
whole wall of sliders opens to the backyard which, in addition to the large swimming pool, outdoor dining spaces and cabin, has direct access to the clear blue water next to the property. There is also a spacious living room with glass sliders that open onto a large terrace overlooking the water. The entrance of the house, flanked by accent pools Photo:
Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyThe large room offers stunning views of the Florida Ocean Photo: Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyBack inside, the lower level houses a full and elegant kitchen with elegant design, accented with wooden wardrobe and a large dining table , as
well as a smaller kitchen with a backyard entrance. As for the rooms, they occupy the space on the top floor and have a private balcony. The master suite has larger balconies, an L-shaped terrace with a seating area, sun loungers and views of the ocean entrance, close to which the property rests. The bathrooms -- comprising a modern mix of glass and
marble -- are equally spacious, even if privacy is somewhat compromised: They all have floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking other rooms within the home. For any seclusion, Lil Wayne and his guests probably escape to the cinema of the house, which is covered with suede wall coverings, oversized sun loungers and a large TV screen. See below for a better
look at Wayne's new home. Photo: Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyThe full kitchen and dining table Photo: Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyThe second backyard kitchen Photo: Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyThe large terrace of
the master bedroom is a haven of its own photo: Courtesy of the team the Waterfront with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyThe master bathroom includes a custom walk in the closet : Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyAll bathrooms in the house have access to outdoor terraces Photo: Courtesy of The Waterfront
Team with ONE Sotheby's Sotheby's RealtyThe secluded cinema Photo: Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyThe pool by the sea, seating area and cabin. Photo: Courtesy of The Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyThe seaside view from the property's infinity pool Photo: Courtesy of The
Waterfront Team with ONE Sotheby's International RealtyRelated: [Lana Del Rey Snags Historic Cabin in Echo Park for $1.178 Million dollars( I have a few words of choice for Justin Bieber, and these are words I never thought I would say. We were worried enough about all the egg and drug throwing drama with Lil Za (I hate it a little more every time I write
that name), but now, there's a new concern on the table, and his name is sizzerp. In fact, Justin Bieber is rumored to be a consistent user of Actavis, the millionaire's cough syrup. After all, drinking liters (LITERS) from Robitussin is for proles, you hear me? Which brings me to my worrying next point, that Bieber has slipped to new lows, and that of a guy who
made headlines for peeing in a bucket while bill Clinton collapsed. The child is not known for his classy behavior or incredibly mature friends. But now, if you're drinking $800 a pint of sizzerp and driving a leopard-print car and egg houses and actually consort with people who feel comfortable giving themselves ridiculous names like Lil Za, so it's time for
Bieber to get some talk. After all, there's only so much Bieber can do before the crazy battle cries of his hormonal fan base are drowned out by sirens of, oh you know, the ton of cops who stormed his house in search of illegal drugs and illicit eggs. Dear Justin Bieber, I never thought I'd say that, but you have to take a hard look at Lil Wayne's mistakes. He
made Sizzerp famous, but then he received stomach ulcers, and remember how he had to be hospitalized? You're a nineteen-year-old brother, you're still going through this luxury sizzerp and you'll be on a constant diet of carrots and peas mushed when you're twenty-seven, forced to wear an adult diaper because your whole body has just given up. This
one's not sexy. While I'm on it I'll go ahead and say the leopard print vehicle isn't particularly sexy either, but hey, I'm not in your demographic age anyway at the ripe age of twenty-one, so what do I know anyway. My point is that if Lil Wayne is the example from which you can learn things, something has gone terribly, terribly wrong. The guy has facial tattoos,
and we all know that facial tattoos are risky at best, and completely tragic at worst/in You're losing the shit, and there's only so much striking and fair outrage that your 12-year-old army can invoke before anyone listens because no body really listens because are a basket box of teenagers. Let me repeat myself, because I am sage and elderly: drinking cough
medication is very, very bad for you. Even expensive things. If you have to purchase something out of the country you reside in, it's probably a sure thing that whatever it is won't prolong your life, your look, or your beloved pack of six. You may care more about the party than living until the age of ninety, but we all know that you care a lot about your bod, and
here's a pro tip: cough syrup is not conducive to having a preternaturally ripped body. It's not. So cut man, and stick to more normal drugs such as manure and alcohol and things that can probably be purchased within U.S. borders. Sure, they're not fabulous for you either, but the sizzerp is legitimately horrible, and it makes you travel the balls off, which is
probably super bad for your brain on a regular basis. Trust me, I accidentally took too much Delsym once so they didn't cough during a conference, and I saw crazy shit. Psychoactive drugs aren't for Bieber kids, so calm the hell out with sizzerp and eggs and almost everything, including your stupid predilection for crotch pants. Seriously.Love, or really like,
or more tolerantly yours, Dale Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed daily newsletter! After before the location: Easton, NH Nine years ago, when Toy Garfield was invited to a neighbor's party in his small New Hampshire town, he says he walked through the front door, looked around, and thought: These people are living in my house. Full of
character and great light, the small clapboard house had what Garfield calls good bones. Fate smiled several months later when the owner, an artist, decided to rent the three-story house. Toy moved in, and when the owner finally decided to put the house on the market, she and her then new husband, Doug, knew they had to buy it. The front porch, made 7
feet more to align with the addition, commands a funny view over the front yard, redolent with the fragrance of many purple shrubs. Built in 1952, the house was configured to suit the needs of the previous owner, who lived alone. The master bedroom and kitchen were located on the first floor, with a large living room open on the second floor where friends
were entertained, using a dumbwaiter to transport meals between the kitchen and upstairs space. A third floor, divided into bedrooms served as a storage room in the attic. Although they immediately updated the bathrooms and set up a small nursery for their new baby, the Garfields decided not to embark on major renovations until they had lived in the house
for a few years. It seemed the best to decide what they really wanted to change. They thought about waiting at least five years before making major structural changes. Meanwhile, Toy read scores of shelter magazines, booting out interiors that he liked and those that did not. The result was a book and an unbooked one, both of which proved very useful
once the work began. Having worked in the retail sector most of his career (he is now with the catalogue company, Garnet Hill), Toy knew that you often get more than you want with images than words. He had read horror stories in magazines about people who were unable to communicate what they wanted to their builder or architect, and ended up with
expensive misunderstandings, he explains. Before a generous window in the kitchen replaces what was once the front door. The owners changed the main entrance to the far end of the house so it opens to the new addition. The Garfields met with a local architect, but in the end decided to work directly with contractor Steve Chardon of Chardon Construction
in nearby Franconia, New Hampshire. I knew I could figure out what we needed without an architect, Explains Toy. We hired Steve and he started the process with a kind of think tank on the weekends - he'd come on Sunday mornings for coffee and brainstorming with us at the kitchen table. We had years of living in space and all the magazines to show it.
Steve had a CAD system [computer-aided design], and used it to show us on screen shortly after how our ideas would translate visually. It was a great way to work together. A new kitchen and living room on the ground floor were at the top of your wish list. We wanted to make an addition to the house without it seeing obviously new and out of sync with the
original structure, says Toy. The extension of the first floor to get the living room added created an awkward ceiling. To remedy the problem, Chardon suggested that they expand upwards to include an additional room on the second floor. I thought it would be twice the money, but it wasn't true, says Toy. The base of the ground floor constitutes the majority of
the expenditure. So the Garfields decided to review the plans and build a master bedroom and bathe in the new living room. The old master bedroom on the first floor became the family room. Located on the opposite side of the kitchen from the living room, it's the perfect place for four-year-old Dodge to play while adults cook and hang out nearby. For the
new kitchen, a sheet of magazine tear she had saved from years earlier served as a visual guide. It showed a large kitchen with a central island, a dining area and a half wall with panels separating the dining space from the living room beyond. I thought the [half wall] was a great way to divide two rooms, says Toy. We had the page recorded on the the
workers loved it. If Steve didn't happen to be there, they knew exactly what it was going to look like. We have used it as a guide to match the moldings, the carpentry –everything. With the addition, they expanded the front porch and moved the main entrance from Original and central location towards the end of the house. A new mud with tiled earth (the rest
of the house has Vermont maple floors) joins the new main entrance. Sliding and sun-d soaked doors saved from the second floor frame a space where the family pulls coats, gardening tools, skis and toys. A corner with windows in the lobby was built next to the mud room to fit a favorite old-style bench that Toy bought a few years ago. I wanted the flexibility
of a piece of furniture rather than something incorporated, Explains Toy. Someday I might want to replace this bench with a table. Although most of the renovation is already complete, Toy's magazine's notebook of ideas and tear sheets continues to grow. My house is very much like a cottage in many ways. It's casual and easy to maintain. I've always loved
England and they're inspired by English interiors. There's not a lot of formality about me, and I think that's reflected in our house. Lately, he has collected ideas for coloring colors and accessories. The next big project involves landscaping with a lot of colour and texture, but that's four or five more years from now, he laughs. The Garfields' four-year-old son,
Dodge, plays on an old-style bench in the mudside lobby, where storage containers keep toys and footwear tidy. Toy painted Dodge's room, cutting stars of paper to see where he would place them on the walls, and then stenciling the shapes in blue and yellow. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar to piano.io piano.io
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